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Launch of a new Philips VideoTracer HD audio and video
recorder
The innovative new Philips video and audio recorder allows you to capture
irrefutable evidence when you need it

Vienne, 2019 - Philips, the world leader in professional dictation solutions, has just launched its first
portable video and audio recorder. The all-new Philips VideoTracer DVT3120 offers users full HD 1080p
video recording using a super wide 170° angle of aperture for crystal-clear images. The VideoTracer
can be used as a camera on board a vehicle or during ski tours to get evidence or to keep memories or
other things.
Clear and indisputable evidence
The camera captures video with sharp and vivid details to provide clear, unbiased evidence, for
example in the event of a road accident. The built-in high-quality microphone captures audio clearly,
for maximum accuracy and evidence tracking, each recording can be watermarked with a date, time,
user ID and GPS position. The snapshot function allows the user to capture even pictures during
recording, without interrupting the video sequence.
"A driver equipped with a VideoTracer then has no fear of having to worry about proving an incident,
he will have a very good one. The camera is equipped with an integrated motion sensor which, when

activated, automatically starts recording when an object enters the field of view. The pre- and postrecording functions allow users to spontaneously record important parts of incidents and never miss
a moment, even after pressing the stop recording button. "said Dr. Thomas Brauner, CEO of Speech
Processing Solutions.

Increased durability in all situations
The new Philips VideoTracer is a portable video and audio recorder that can be attached in different
ways in car DVR mode or on a jacket for outdoor use (skiing, hiking, guided tours, cultural trips...). The
integrated powerful battery lasts all day long and the robust housing is ready for all weather
conditions.
"The device is extremely durable and suitable for all weather conditions. Its night vision mode allows
high quality video recording even in low-light conditions and the waterproof housing eliminates the
need for the user to worry about rain that could damage the camera," adds Brauner.
The storage and recording capacity of the new Philips VoiceTracer is almost unlimited with a micro SD
memory card input that supports up to 128GB of memory.

The user can instantly play back the recorded video and audio files using the 2" LCD screen and builtin speaker.
Philips VideoTracer DVT3120 is available from early November 2018 at Boulanger, Fnac-Darty for about
300€ttc. For more information and reseller links, please visit : www.philips.com/dictation
or www.videotracer.com

About Speech Processing Solutions
Speech Processing Solutions is the world leader in professional dictation solutions. Founded in 1954
in Austria as a Philips subsidiary, the company has been one of the driving forces behind innovative
speech synthesis solutions for 60 years. The company has developed revolutionary products such as
the Philips SpeechAir mobile, Philips Pocket Memo voice recorder, Philips SpeechMike Premium USB
dictation microphone and Philips Dictation Recorder application for smartphones, meeting its
requirements for excellence and superior quality. With Philips SpeechLive's recent innovation,
dictation and recording will become faster and easier than ever with cloud workflow services. Speech
Processing Solution's perfectly adapted offers and products help professionals save time, resources
and maximize efficiency.
Connect with Speech Processing Solutions on:
http://www.facebook.com/philipsvoicetracer
http://www.twitter.com/speech_com

http://www.youtube.com/philipsdictation

http://www.linkedin.com/company/speech-processing-solutions
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